BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Tuesday, August 20th, 2019
Wasatch Brew Pub, 2nd Floor Mtg Room
8:30am - 10:00am

Mission statement:
To promote, enhance and encourage an atmosphere that is beneficial to the businesses of Historic Park City and the
community, while informing and building consensus among property owners, merchants and governmental agencies.
Note: HPCA is an organization for and by its members. All member opinions are welcome and thorough discussion is
encouraged. From time to time deference will be given to Board of Directors so that business on the agenda may be
completed. However, our goal is to foster an environment where all feel welcome to speak, all opinions are heard, and no
one feels intimidated to participate.

HPCA Regular Meeting
I.
Roll Call
II.

Minutes from July 16, 2019

8:30am

III.

Public Input (Any matter of business not scheduled on agenda)

8:35am

IV.

Update / Progress on Parking Data and Policy Engagement with PCMC
(Johnny Wasden PCMC Parking Manager)

8:40am

V.

Old Town Circulation Study and Trial Improvements
8:50am
(Jon Weidenhammer PCMC Economic Development Manager, Alexis Verson PCMC Transportation Planner)

VI.

Main Street Activation and Enhancement Program Update
8:55am
•
Marketing Consultant Meisha Lawson-Ross, and the HPCA Staff, the HPCA
Marketing Sub Committee have developed a trial program of dates, locations,
and types of activation.
•
Preliminary discussions on permitting and other requirements are underway with City Events /
Economic Development Staff
•
Small trial budget for several dates this fall, if successful we will be looking for sponsors and RAP tax
grant for next year
•
Trash and Recycling Updates (Alison Kuhlow)
9:15am
• Contract Renewal Evaluation, Planning, and Scoping is ongoing between now and November
• Key Dates for Input
• Summary of process and discussion to this point

VII.

VIII.

ED Hiring Update
9:45am
•
More than 50 candidates 25 qualified candidates evaluated, 5 final interviews
•
Executive Committee – Personnel Recommendation – closed session (Board of Directors Only)
•
Possible ratification of new ED Appointment and Introduction

IX.

Adjourn Regular Meeting

10:00am

Future Meetings
September 17, 2019, October 15, 2019, November 19, 2019, December 17, 2019
Note: This future meeting schedule is TENTATIVE and subject to change.
Next Meeting September 17th, 2018
Pending Discussion Items: Position Paper Updates – Events (under committee review), Marketing (update to reflect
committee goals including activation program), Parking & Transportation (pending Parking Review Committee reports)
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
July 16, 2019
Wasatch Brew Pub, 2nd Floor Meeting Room
8:30am - 10:00am
In Attendance:
Michael Barille, John Kenworthy, Rhonda Sideris, Mike Sweeney, Puggy Holmgren, Ed Shaul, Shirin Spangenberg, Greg
Ottoson, Monty Coates, Amanda Young, Kate Serpe, Ted Eberle, Ashley Williams, Puggy Holmgren, Susan Meyer, Bob
Kollar, Cristina Aguirre
Absent: Colby Larsen, Brian Miller
Other Present:
Lisa Phinney, Meisha Lawson, Johnny Wadsen, Jonathan Weidenhammer, Jenny Dierson, Jane Schaffner, Emily Means,
Katie Boyd, Michelle McDonald, Patti Larrabee, Ronnie Wedig, Scott Tomson, Karen Terzian, JC Martinez, Lynn Ware
Peek
JK called the meeting to order 8:40am. Lisa sent around a roll call sheet at 8:35am Michael welcomed everyone opened
the meeting at 8:40am.
Minutes from June - Puggy Motioned to approve June 18, 2019. Mike seconded. Minutes approved.
Michael asked new board to introduce themselves: Amanda Young, GM Wasatch, Kate Serpe – New West Knife Works,
Ted Eberle – Park City Mtn (Northface, Pagagonia), Monty Coates –Southwest Expressions & Pine, Jessica McCleary –
Mtn Olive Oil, Ashley Williams – Mary Jane’s, Brian Miller - Absent
Public Input (Any matter of business not scheduled on agenda)
Scott Tomson discussed Sept. 13 & 14 – Music Fest; 1000 tickets sold. Michael added that it’s the same weekend as
Autumn Aloft so it should be an active weekend.

8:50am Arts & Culture District Status Update https://www.parkcity.org/departments/park-city-arts-and-culture-district
Anne Laurent
Community Development Director
435.615.5051
anne.laurent@parkcity.org
In July, Park City Municipal Corporation announced a purchase agreement for a 5.25-acre parcel in the City’s Bonanza
Park neighborhood for $19.5 million to form a new Arts and Culture District, with Sundance Institute and the Kimball Art
Center as anchor partners. This new initiative will add another layer to Park City's rich history of arts and culture and
complement the many opportunities for Arts and Culture throughout the City and Summit County.
Anne highlighted the schedule and concept. The design is an event hub and transit hub. It is not a park and ride. The
parking will be underground and structured. They are trying to making more pedestrian oriented and more alternative
transportation oriented.
Michael asked where the exit will be 9:54am
JK asked
This is a master plan development and the parking will around 300 spots and mainly used for employees. They are
looking into housing.
Rhonda asked if there will be a weighted housing lottery?
8:59
Shirin asked for re-clarification for the intention of the space? Anne said the intention is to have it programmed yearround.
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Michael talked about how the position papers support this and will open for discussion at a later date.
Jane discussed the traffic congestion and asked if there is a mitigation plan? Anne said the Master Plan includes a traffic
analysis and there will be conversation with the Planning Commission. They are eliminating curb cuts. (31:34)
JK asked if there is a tunnel in the plan to connect to Prospector? Anne stated they are looking at bike-ability and
walkability improvements. Tunnel is probably not likely but there will be some pedestrian connections
Anne said when they do have images to show, they will return to the HPCA and ask for feedback, before the end of the
year. JK thanked Anne for her time.
Shirin asked if there could be a visual to see how big it will be? Anne said they are not asking for height restrictions.

Park Silly Market – Activation of Upper Main Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

History on prior options consider by Market Managers
Update from Marketing Committee on options being considered
Tools available to merchants (sidewalk sale permits, free both space)
Need for vibrancy on upper Main Street (discussion of options)
Lower Main Street issues
Short and Mid-range action items

Michael asked Jenny, Kate and Michelle to introduce themselves and provide basics on contract cycle and what are they
proposing:
Kate – 2nd year of current contract with is a 3 plus 2, which is 3 years with option to extend for 2.
Michael – thought it would be a good time to have a conversation around how business engage with the market, talk
about the walk-throughs that occur and what are we seeing as a Business District.
Michael asked the group to discuss the upper half of the street, particularly, on how to engage and activate that area
during Silly Market Sundays.
Observations:
JK – The brand is incredibly done by the PS staff. There are tremendous benefits and many people are brought to Main
St. Businesses like Freshies can try out PC at Park Silly and then establish their business in town if all goes well.
Certain segments have reported a negative impact on Sundays and we want to address those. JK reminded all that the
PS leaders have tried things in the past and are very willing to work with Main Street.
Michael added that some businesses have taken advantage of the sidewalk sale permit provided by the HPCA and the
free booths given to the HPCA by PS.
There are a number of subcommittees, Marketing and Events, who have also had lots of ongoing discussion on this and
we have talked taking some of our resources and activating upper Main Street.
Meisha added that some of the activation would be daily. We are working on things to get people to come to Main Street
with activities to energize the whole street.
Shirin said after walking with PS, she had a different perspective. There is a lot of history and it is a fun and exciting time
to re-look at some of the ideas to activate the whole street. It is good to take a look at how the businesses are
programming and can and not depend only on Park Silly.
Michael asked the PS Staff to talk about their experience and history around the footprint expanding up the street.
Kate discussed the history when Alison Kuhlow was director they were asked to present something with a footprint
coming up the street. It never seemed to work out no matter how many ways they looked at it.
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Michael said that when you have the back of booths facing the sidewalk it discourages people from entering businesses
so flipping that would be beneficial.
They were also looking at programming in the Wasatch Plaza. It would require synergy from businesses to see it. They
also discussed programming pocket parks but again, visibility is difficult so it seems activities would be better utilized in
those spaces.
Cristina talked about the Farmer’s Market near the Post Office isn’t visible but they market and advertise.
Rhonda asked if they ever thought of moving the whole market from lower to upper? Jonathan said they did turn over
every stone when looking at footprints including the whole street, partial areas, etc. Operationally it caused more issues
than it was worth.
Kate added that if they moved up, they would lose vendors due to space.
Jonathan stated that what would be more constructive is to add vibrancy or programming, not restructuring fundamental
operation of Park Silly. Having a conversation about increasing of their footprint isn’t productive and isn’t fair to the hard
work and fundamental plan of Park Silly.
Jenny added that when adding a new area, it is a substantial change to their contract that has to go before Council.
Having a conversation about programming upper Main is something that can be done this season.
Michael said the intent is to educate and discuss some main issues now before the contract is up for renewal.
Tekila business owner JC Martinez provided feedback that he would love to have traffic in front of his businesses.
Michael asked for feedback other than the footprint changing? Do we add music? Strolling musicians, etc.
Kate stated that at any time, they will promote for specific businesses. Park Silly has promotion built into marketing budget
to help businesses. You can do stage announcements, pass out menus, etc. They marketing capacity to help promote is
Meisha asked if in the newsletter we could add info or promotion? A boiler plate, etc. YES.
JK asked to talk about some of the ideas of the past. Kate looked at bringing fine art to the Brew Pub lot. Kate said after
you’ve been told no so many times, they stopped bringing them up.
Susan Meyer spoke about her experience. In terms of the 25 galleries or so on Main, it’s truly not realistic to have a
sidewalk sale. She does think that the Silly festival was an idea that grew wings. We have to now have an idea for upper
Main that hasn’t been presented before, not Silly related that is more of an attraction.
Shirin added that the fine art idea that Park Silly had may bring in a different clientele.
Amanda discussed that if we did somehow move things up, eventually, maybe with live music, etc. what if we did
something as simple as a directory.
Jr talked about his numbers that on Sundays his business is 50% down. Yet he does buy a booth and 25% of his Sunday
business does come from Park Silly on Sundays.
Karen Terzian said when Silly started there was a great vibrancy. Karen agrees with Susan’s observation that a sidewalk
sale is not feasible. Karen appreciates the effort to add vibrancy but in her experience, numbers decline on Sundays. For
Karen to rent a booth or use a free booth, it costs additional money.
Scott shared an idea. What if we did something more sophisticated on upper Main. “Adults only Silly market” for example.
During Savor the Summit there was a really cool activation with food trucks and it was really fun.
Jane from LaNiche (34 years on Main) shared her concerns. In the beginning there were conditions, one of which is that it
would be handcrafted vendors and there would be something to draw people to upper Main Street. To add another
location to do business on Sundays doesn’t make sense. Why would you need commercial made goods, like Anderson
Windows, for example, if you have a wait list?
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As Jane toured the street on a Park Silly Sunday, the excitement on the street declined as you moved up. There was no
music in Miner’s Park, etc. The reason for the pocket parks was to add vibrancy and provide entertainment. Jane doesn’t
expect Park Silly to provide the entertainment but she does expect them to respect the businesses that are on the street.
Jane also added that the $5 parking has been a detriment to the non-Park Silly customer.
Jane is not a proponent of sidewalk sales. If the people aren’t coming up, it’s a lot of work for nothing. Businesses pay a
lot of money to be on Main so we need to be viable 7 days per week.
JK asked Ron Wedig to speak. Ron owns 3 businesses on Main Street. There are 2 on Main, No Name and Bone/Wine
Dive. There are many employee parking concerns. Ron has built a brand over 20 years and his concerns are best
addressed with Kate and Michelle directly.
Lynn is the liaison for the walk-throughs for the second year. There is so much creativity and willingness with the Silly girls
that businesses need to mine their talents. Lynn said there are many old stories being said she suggests the whole of
Main St. work together. Regarding parking, she is more likely to come to Main because the first hour is free and offers the
suggestion to capitalize on the benefits of the street.
Greg added that in defense of sidewalk sales, he shared his experience with having two stores, one on lower and one on
upper. When they do sidewalk sales, their business is significantly higher. They do work during Park Silly Sundays.
To summarize, Michael stated that sidewalk sales are a tool in the toolkit. In the short term will look at the committees to
activate the street with HPCA budget.
JK wanted to reiterate what Susan said, think of the big idea and it doesn’t need to be tied to Park Silly.
Cristina added that the Brew Pub lot going away was going to bring people up to upper Main and she wants to keep that
conversation alive.
Position Papers Update
Michael asked for a motion to approve the first draft or add to next month’s agenda. JK is ready to make a motion to
approve.
Motion to adjourn.
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2019-20 Historic Park City Alliance
PROGRAMMING AND ANIMATION

INTERACTIVE, ENGAGING EXPERIENCES
Goal: Build out interactive experiences that support
our goal of positioning the district as the center of
community, communicate the character and
offerings of the area to the right people and to
make their experience fun, friendly and memorable

PROGRAMMING ON MAIN
Proposed Budget: $3,500
Description
Complement merchant activation with programming and entertainment designed to draws
visitors up the street. HPCA to work with merchants to program select pocket parks up
and down the street.
Banner flag or balloons to be posted identifying programming locations. Additional merchant
activation possible.
Programming Dates
Silly Sundays: September 8, 15, 22 tentative times 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Gallery Stroll Friday, October 25 tentative times 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Gallery Stroll Friday, November 29 tentative times 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.

VENUES AND CONCEPT IDEAS
Venue

Activation Ideas

Bear Bench Plaza

Acoustic Musician

Schuss’s Plaza

Plein Air Artist

Dolly’s | Park City Museum

Children’s Performer

Miner’s Park or O.C. Tanner / Terigo

Musician

Egyptian

Performance Art / Photo Opportunity

Lululemon

Cornhole Tournament

TMI Stairs

Mariachi Band

S of Wasatch Brewpub

Children’s Performer

PROGRAMMING BUDGET BREAKOUT
Date

Total

Silly Sunday, September 8

$700

Silly Sunday, September 15

$700

Silly Sunday, September 22

$700

Gallery Stroll Friday, October 25

$700

Gallery Stroll Friday, November 29

$700

Total

$3,500

LUND & NORSK

BEAR BENCH & CLAIM
JUMPER

DOLLY’S & PARK CITY
MUSEUM

MINER’S PARK & O.C.
TANNER

EGYPTIAN

LULULEMON

TMI STAIRWAY

WASATCH BREWPUB

